Surely you’ve heard their annual music playing as they walk around campus, that never ending clinking with each step. You know who I mean, those always looking for attention Jacobsins. I’ve been watching them listening to them lately and I’ve come to the conclusion that they are aliens sent to earth to disrupt the lives of students and administration here at Point Strewns by working closely with UWSP forevery student last summer. Once the woman’s head swam. In a Way. “Beldar” had found out about Olga, he was ecstatic. Little did people know that Olga had a secret. A secret that was discovered last Wednesday night. As explained earlier, it occurred in the shower. The secret is that Olga isn’t eligible for the girls swim team because she is a he. Yes, Olga Schmidt is really Hans Schmidt. One Lady sitting commented, “I thought she, I mean he, was shy. Now I understand why he always changed in the bathroom.” A surprised Scott Thomas, a diver for UWSP, said, “I never would have guessed. She excused me— he didn’t look bad in a one piece. Now I’m kind of embarrassed.” College sports are taken too seriously today. We won’t just have to test for drugs but now we will have to test for sex. Is that when the situation becomes too bad, it’s not bad just for Stevens Point, but all college athletics. Hans declined immediate comment but in a later interview explained, “Narcasting!!” Translated: April Fool’s!

**Poets Corner: Tokugawa**

by the poet Tokugawa

Sung to the tune of “Jingle Bells”

Prancing through the streets,

As if on LSD,

To ^SGA they go,

Walking all the way.

Bells once heard their ringing

On campus she’s a brightie.

Few would mourn their passing if they turned up dead tonight.

Oh Jingle bells, Jingle bells Jingle all the way.

Oh what fun it is to lie

And not back up what they say.

Oh Jingle bells, jingle bells Jingle all the way.

Let’s all make a wish tonight,

That they’ll be gone some day.

**Girls’ swim team member drowns in ineligibility!**

The Stevens Point athletic program has suffered another blow due to player ineligibility. Last time it was the football team, this time it’s the unsuspecting girls swim team. After a very successful season, the Ladybirds have been disqualified from every meet in which this ineligible swimmer competed. The ineligibility was discovered not in the records but in the showers.

It all began when Stevens Point recruited West German Olga Schmidt for the girls swim team. Scholarships are not allowed to be given out because Point is a Division III school. What attracted her was not the swimming but the forestry program. Olga discovered Stevens Point by working closely with UWSP forestry students last summer. Once the woman’s head swam. In a Way. “Beldar” had found out about Olga, he was ecstatic. Little did people know that Olga had a secret. A secret that was discovered last Wednesday night. As explained earlier, it occurred in the shower. The secret is that Olga isn’t eligible for the girls swim team because she is a he. Yes, Olga Schmidt is really Hans Schmidt. One Lady sitting commented, “I thought she, I mean he, was shy. Now I understand why he always changed in the bathroom.” A surprised Scott Thomas, a diver for UWSP, said, “I never would have guessed. She excuses me— he didn’t look bad in a one piece. Now I’m kind of embarrassed.” College sports are taken too seriously today. We won’t just have to test for drugs but now we will have to test for sex. Is that when the situation becomes too bad, it’s not bad just for Stevens Point, but all college athletics. Hans declined immediate comment but in a later interview explained, “Narcasting!!” Translated: April Fool’s!

**Next week— UWSP faculty members revealed as alien sex slave breeders!!**

**BEST SELECTION BEST PRICES JUST DO IT.**

WE STOCK HARD TO FIND SIZES

**SHIPPY’S II**

SPORT & WORK FOOTWEAR

949 MAIN 344-8214
Running Questions are given at two (minimum) of the contest, teams are asked to gather information within "running" distance from the specified meeting site. Teams are instructed to go to a specific location to pick up a Trivia Stone Ticket, they are turned in for points at the station on Saturday.

Trivia activities will begin Friday with the Portesi Trivia Parade at 4 p.m. The parade will start from parking lot "Q" on the UWSP campus and will follow the Homecoming parade route to the P.J. Jacobs Junior High School parking lot, where the parade reception will be held. At 6 p.m., the games will begin with the traditional playing of "Born to be Wild," by Steppenwolf.

Over 100 volunteers will work during the contest including phone operators, computer operators and announcers for the duration of the contest. Eight questions will be asked each hour with a two-song time period for teams to call in with their answers. All teams that respond correctly will be given a share of the 1,000 points that a question is worth, with a minimum of five points and a maximum of 500 points.

The masterminds behind the questions are longtime contest chair, Jim "Go" Oliva and John Eckendorf. Both will be participants in the Portesi Trivia Parade Friday.

In the tradition of Trivia, 90 FM will play golden oldies throughout the contest. The university television stations, SVO channel 29 will follow the teams and provide live coverage of the action at the 90 FM studios.

Team registration will be at the 90 FM studios in the Communication Arts Center on the UWSP campus. Registration hours are Monday, April 2, through Thursday, April 5, from 3-7 p.m and Friday, April 6, from noon-6 p.m.

Until Friday, April 6, the staff at 90 FM, the players and most of central Wisconsin, will anxiously await and prepare for the 21st year of the world's largest trivia contest: "Earth Games Are Easy." WWSU 90FM is located at 88.9 on the FM dial.

Earth Games Are Easy?

Women have reported an assault so far this school year, said Sanders. Since statistically only one in ten assaults are reported, the actual number of women assaulted this year at UWSP could be as high as 120.

"The actual number of women assaulted this year at UWSP could be as high as 120."

Chancellor Sanders

Joseph Strohl, Wisconsin's Senate Majority Leader, the second speaker, addressed Wisconsin's progressive assault laws. He suggested that the state, however, needed to push for a state constitutional amendment to guarantee the rights of victims and witnesses. He also added that Wisconsin should require every state campus to publish the number of rapes on its campus, so prospective students would be able to evaluate the safety record before applying.

Stevens Point Mayor Scott Schultz included the crowd when he said, "Violence is not ok. Acquaintance rape is not ok. Violence in the household is not ok. They need to be stopped. They need to be identified. The people in those situations need to be helped."

Schultz received heavy applause when he encouraged students who have been assaulted to contact not only campus security but also local authorities, as they are able to better help the victims.

Other speakers who also garnered favorable crowd support were Cassandra McGroarty, President of United Brothers

Continued on page 12
Marching for peace

More summer jobs available for students

Part-time and summer employment opportunities are on the rise for students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, according to a member of the school's administrative staff.

For Helen Van Prooyen, who directs a UW-SP unit that helps area firms, governmental agencies and householders recruit workers, it is difficult to determine how the upward spiral reflects the economy's health.

"I'm not certain if we are more successful advertising the talents of our students or if there are more jobs," she observes.

Whatever the case, there are more job choices for students that have been in a long time, she reports. And that translates to pressure on many employers to offer more than a minimum wage.

"Students are looking for better jobs because they have higher costs," Van Prooyen contends.

The disparity between earnings and costs is an increasingly difficult problem, in her estimation, for students who are paying most or all of their education and living expenses.

Meanwhile, the demand for UWSP students is coming from more distant places, a--writing to Van Prooyen, and further calls from governmental agencies and businesses alike looking for students who possess special skills such as natural resources majors.

Though the job experience to be gained would be valuable, students sometimes cannot afford to accept the offers because making temporary moves and setting up living accommodations are financially prohibitive.

In Wisconsin, the tourist industry provides considerable opportunity for seasonal workers, especially college students. Students who are able to live at home and work are the ideal candidates, she says.

For UWSP students, it's a real problem of having the expertise to do a job, but instead it's a matter of matching circumstances.

"We deal with a lot of cases where jobs might be fun and good experience, but that don't pay the bills." The tourist-oriented firms in the Wisconsin Delta area increasingly rely on students from UW-SP, Van Prooyen reports.

People in a variety of academic disciplines particularly are in demand for positions there, such as communication and theater majors.

"They want somebody with a little personality, moxie, who can do things on their own, a good work ethic, a winning way," she continues.

The UWSP Student Employment Office, which Van Prooyen has headed since its establishment in 1983, placed 661 students last year in jobs that generated, for the first time, $1 million in total payroll revenue. During the first year 175 students were placed in jobs that netted salaries totaling $35,000.

Two of the employers, United Parcel Service and Sentry Insurance, have provided many of the positions and are being honored by the office as part of a campus observance of Student Employment Week.

Others are to be cited for advancing cause of student workers are Ken Kalish, John Larsen, Robert Busch, Fred Leafgren, Dennis Tierney and Roland John, all of the university staff radio stations WYTC and WSP/CHI and Stevens Point Country Club, Lincoln Center and local householders.

A large part of the expenses for operating the office is defrayed by a federal grant to the university, and during the past year, additional funding was received to expand services in locating jobs for students in not-for-profit organizations.

The intent of the program, according to Van Prooyen, is to involve students in activities that will sensitize them to local social and economic needs.

Besides providing the university with funds to administer the program, the federal government provides about 75 percent of the salaries for the participating students, who must be eligible for work-study funds in order to qualify for the program.
When Writer’s block strikes

by Blair Clery
Editor-in-Chief

It’s one of those weeks when a writer’s block attacks. At least year’s editor-in-chief said that they would be days like this but it’s my arrogance, laughed. It will more likely than not be the same way for the next editor-in-chief at about this time of year but that’s next year’s problem.

So as not to waste the time of you the reader, topics other than writer’s block will be discussed. There isn’t much to be said about any one of these subjects, so to compensate many different things will be addressed.

First of all, applications for next year’s editor-in-chief are still available. The job is a pretty good one and it would be a shame if no one were to apply. Applications are available in the Pointer office, room 104 in the Communication building, and are due back here by April 12.

Next, let it be known that page two is a lie. Everything is a LIE. Now famous uncensored issue of the year marks the anniversary of the one which the Jacobin costs the students nothing. How odd that this year the Chancellor gave the Jacobin $180 in student money. He then went on to inform us that the Pointer was being funded “to the tune of $13,000 a year. Well, the SGA budget director, J. Bradley Wies, confirmed yesterday that our allocation in student money, a budget that was continued on page 12.

Finally, the Jacobin said that the Pointer misrepresented facts about it’s finance. Father Palazio gave us some “facts” to clear up the matter we could confirm by a “simple phone call to the SGA budget director.” He stated that the Jacobin costs the students nothing. How odd that this year the Chancellor gave the Jacobin $180 in student money. He then went on to inform us that the Pointer was being funded “to the tune of $13,000 a year. Well, the SGA budget director, J. Bradley Wies, confirmed yesterday that our allocation in student money, a budget that was continued on page 12.
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by Spencer Black
State Representative

One reason for Wisconsin to celebrate the 200th anniversary of Hampshire is the enactment of a broad range of environmental protection statutes during the recently completed legislative session. This legislation was enhanced by the actions of the 1989-90 Legislature. Two land-mark initiatives—the Stewardship Fund and the comprehensive recycling bill—will benefit our environment for decades to come and stand as model legislation for other states.

The Legislature’s strong action on the environment is a reflection of the high priority of the people of Wisconsin on protecting our state’s environment and preserving the beauty and resources of our state for future generations.

The comprehensive recycling bill, passed in the final week of work, was one of the outstanding acts of the excellent last session. If signed by the Governor, it will bar dumping of toxic wastes; Wisconsin could have the most provisions, most requirements, and most enforcement of any state. The bill has not been reviewed and is expected to face fire from the environmental lobby and cross-county pressure groups. The Stewardship Fund has been recognized nationwide as one of the best state programs to protect our natural heritage for future generations.

The Stewardship Fund will go into effect on July 1. Money from the fund will be spent on land acquisition for state conservation lands, especially parks, preserving natural areas, restoring wildlife habitat, especially wetlands and forests, expanding state trails, or helping the state’s citizens. The Stewardship Fund and the recycling bill are so interdependent that they should never be separated.

Also enacted was legislation to preserve forever the outstanding natural beauty and environmental values of the Lower Wisconsin River. The lower free flowing river left is the Upper Midwest and one of the most important natural areas to rapidly disappearing in Wisconsin. The law creates a 272-mile Sectional Watersway consisting of the river and adjacent lands.

The state budget provides full funding for the Safe Drinking Water program which will provide sufficient funding to clean up by the end of the century, all hazardous waste sites which threaten our drinking water supplies. The Legislature also passed an initiative to protect the ozone layer from the new freon-chloro-fluor-carbon (CFC) coming from the automobile industry.

Black to speak here on April 24
by Jim Schiedermayer
Contributor

On April 24, the Wisconsin Society of Environmentalists presentative Spencer Black to talk about "The Green Movement," an evening sponsored by the Governor.

This is an excellent opportunity to see "what do you think about wolves?" and "how will you keep people involved in this movement?"

Steve Point
Steved Point is the author of "My Dream of the Earth" and "The Green Movement." He is a noted environmentalist and author.

Earth Day Update
Steved Point
"So what do you think about wolves?" and "the president is the president in a dirty suit." These are the questions that are being asked about the president of the United States.

Wisconsin
The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources is organizing youth groups to participate in community clean-up projects for Earth Day.

Around the Globe
The Illinois Sierra Club is planning a "Disposability" party. "We will ask people to use no disposable products on that day."
Anglers' fish story reputation refuted

by Dr. Richard Kimbel

Washington, D.C.—A just released report by the National Institute for the Enhancement of Honesty states that the commonly held belief that anglers are a collective group of liars is a misconception.

Historically, fishermen have been associated with stretching and even abandoning, the truth. According to their wives the most common expressions of fishermen are "You should've seen him!"; "He was big"; "Huge"; and "Too bad he got away."

For this study, the institute conducted a comprehensive series of interviews with anglers. The anglers were asked to accurately describe their angling successes and failures. Questions were asked pertaining to the number of fish that they had caught and the actual size and weight of those fish.

Researchers interviewed fishermen at all of the spots that they are known to congregate—stores, taverns and flannel searcher, Dr. Robert Matheson, said the study confirmed that the individual in the boat worked for the local ball officials.

"When I left, they still couldn't agree on it's correct length. They also don't know what they are talking about," said Matheson.

"In the 114 interviews that I personally conducted, I found only two boats in which the occupants told lies. In the first boat, the two occupants couldn't agree upon the species of fish that one had caught. Eventually, they determined it to be a rainbow trout."

"It actually was a walleye. When I left, they still couldn't agree on it's correct length. Upon further study, I found out they were two economists. Get two economists in a box and they'll both disagree about everything. They also don't know what they are talking about," said Matheson.

The second boat had only one occupant. When I asked him how the fishing was he implied that it was great. He stated that the fishing in that lake was the best in the state."

"When I asked him to show me his stinger of big fish he started mumbling that 'they got away, damm cold front shut them down, and they should be biting tomorrow.' To each question I asked, he was unable to give me a specific answer," said Matheson.

Matheson was later informed that the individual in the boat worked for the local chamber of commerce and was also running for public office.

The examples of honesty were numerous. Anglers gave precise and accurate lengths of the fish that they had caught. The values were not inflated. A 25" northern was not called a 32" northern.

The best example of honesty found was one angler who actually admitted the reason for his losing a fish was not the line breaking. Without hesitation he gave the actual reason that he was intoxicated and tied an extremely sloppy knot.

"I can't believe it. He had a set-up for a decent fish story. He could've said that a huge walleye attacked his #11 rapala and shredded apart his eight-pound test line. But he didn't. He was honest," said assistant researcher Alvis Alberson.

As a whole anglers were found to be more honest than society in general. However, they were found to be more secretive.

"No angler would disclose his or her best fishing hotspot. We tried to pay them for the information but they still refused," said Alberson.

The next study by the institute will be on the honesty and integrity of high school basketball officials. Eventually the institute plans to study the honesty and integrity of outdoors editors.
**Theatre review: 'Danstage '90'**

By Mary Kay Smith

This Tuesday I had the pleasure of attending the Department of Theatre Arts production of "Danstage '90," the third annual celebration of dance through a wide array of color. Emphasis is on curves and more feminine shapes. Earth tones of terra cotta are shown with more softer blue denim and chambray. The knits are showcased in much brighter chartreuse. The evening began with "Johanneschuck," a collage of ballet, tap and gymnastic routines performed to a classical Brahms piece by Jim Weidner beautifully. The evening began with a series of solo performances, which allowed the dancers to accompany storyline was depicted the stages in a married couple's life, using a collection of works that Roth's mother listened to while doing her housework. Roth and his wife Leslie beautifully danced this humorous tribute to his mother.

"Danstage '90," closed with a funny and lively production, called "A Love Supreme." Choreographed by Joan Karfen, this work was an uplifting piece which allowed the dancers to give their peak performances.

I thoroughly enjoyed this evening of tance and recommend it to anyone who enjoys seeing a well-executed performance. Remaining shows will continue through Saturday, April 7, at the Jenkins Theatre. Shows begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at the College of Fine Arts and Communications office.

**Music in review: burning the Midnight Oil**

by Ramon Merchant

After a listen to the new Midnight Oil album "Blue Sky Min." it's obvious that Oil's Peter Garrett and Rob Hirst had to be burning something to come up with the crafted sounds that dominate this album. On this, their fourth domestic release (they have three albums available only in their native Australia), Midnight Oil has made a more subtly powerful album; there are no tunes as loud as on their first two albums, and the buoyant "King of the Mountain" is the only track that compares to "Beds are Burning." A more melodic and tighter sound dominates this album, as evidenced by the first single "Blue Sky Mine" (that can be heard on any good college radio station) that has reached these Austies' popularity "up above." And the world only knows what would happen if people started paying attention to the lyrics.

Next week - each S&S's review of "Opportunity Knocked"

---

**FEATURES**

**Spring is thin time**

by Linda Webrook

Contributor

Two weeks ago was Spring break, time for a calm quiet week of nothing but rest and sleep. Unless you happen to flip on the boom tube, open a magazine, or tune in the radio - all of which bluntly lie females know that short and swimsuit season is just around the corner, ready to pounce.

With the current college woman headed for the beach puts food on the bottom of the necessity list. After all "if you eat it you wear it." And that wouldn't get you a hunky surfer! We all know the cliché "It's what's inside that counts," We just don't believe in it enough to keep us from turning pale on the scales. And the sad part is that men buy into and believe the media's hype about how perfect, thin and beautiful women should be. Which in reality is very rare, and those who are get paid to look that way.

Well, enough griping about the agony women go through to satisfy this culture. I refuse to give in to such commercial efforts. However, I did come across from Kraft's three pound lighter!

---

**FASHION POINT**

by Susan Stadler


**As with silhouettes, colors are showing up softer and more feminine. Earth tones of copper, olive and sand are ble, especially when colored in an ethnic pattern. These earth tones work great with natural fibers - especially cotton and linen. Look for the wrap skirts and tops in these tones.**

**Textured fabrics in softer tones are shown in country classics - full skirts and tops with waistlines. Colors such as sage, prairie, pale blue and plum create an air of romance. These styles work best in fluid gabardines, crepes, and sheer gauzes. Stonewashed denim is on its way out, and is replaced with softer blue denim and chambray.**

Knits are important fabrics for wrapped and draped styles. The knits are shown in more muted pastel shades colored in brighter hues - berry red, bright blue, and chartreuse. Fiber blends of man-made material and natural fibers - angora, mohair, and alpaca - create texture and depth to spring knits.

---

**OFFERINGS**

**Music in review:**

burning the Midnight Oil

by Ramon Merchant

Contributor

After a listen to the new Midnight Oil album "Blue Sky Min." it's obvious that Oil's Peter Garrett and Rob Hirst had to be burning something to come up with the crafted sounds that dominate this album. On this, their fourth domestic release (they have three albums available only in their native Australia), Midnight Oil has made a more subtly powerful album; there are no tunes as loud as on their first two albums, and the buoyant "King of the Mountain" is the only track that compares to "Beds are Burning." A more melodic and tighter sound dominates this album, as evidenced by the first single "Blue Sky Mine" (that can be heard on any good college radio station) that has reached these Austies' popularity "up above." And the world only knows what would happen if people started paying attention to the lyrics.

Next week - each S&S's review of "Opportunity Knocked"
Blood Drive to be held Tuesday

The Red Cross will be conduct- ing a blood drive at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point on April 10 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and April 11 and 12 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. It will be held in the lounge of the University Center.

A session of blood takes about one hour. The donation itself takes may seven minutes; with the remainder of the time used for a short interview, temperature, pulse and blood pressure check. There will also be a short wait periodically, when stacks and beakers will be stored.

If you have any questions as to whether or not you are a candidate, please call the Red Cross at 346-4022. Walk-in donors are also welcomed.

The Red Cross urges everyone to give blood at this drive, because the most special thing you can receive is the gift of life.

More music in review—quickly!

by Eamon Merchant

Cowboy Junkies... "Caution Horses"
You remember the sound of the first album? ... "Chills Submarine Bells" ... Well, maybe goosebumps. "Colors... "Settling For Less" ... Hue bet!
Depech Mode... "Violater" ... They might be your personal Jesus, but... . "Church... "Gold Mternoon Fix"
... A meatless album. Hey, it's Lent! Nitzer Ebb... "Showtime" ... A shame you won't see them on HBO.
 "Chance" ... Take one, please!
Blue Aeroplanes... "Swagger" ... Fly their friendly skies.

90 FM's top 10

1. Midnight Oil - "Blue Sky Mine"
2. Chills- "Heavenly Pop Hifi"
3. Church- "Metropolis"
4. Jesus and Mary Chain- "Head On"
5. Sinead O' Connor- "Nothing Compares 2 U"
6. Sinead O'Connor- "I'm a Man"
7. Cowboy Junkies- "Sun Comes Up. It's Tuesday Morning"
8. Michelle Shocked- "On the Green Side"
9. Robyn Hitchcock- "Queen Elvis"
10. Midnight Oil- "King of the Mountain"

Fashion from page 9

Whether you're dressing casual, sporty or professional, look for softer silhouettes. Tone down colors as you get more serious in your dress, and save brights for sport and beach wear.

Planetarium shows to focus on Hubble space telescope

The new Hubble space telescope will be the primary focus of a program scheduled Sunday afternoons from April 1 through May 30 at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point planetarium.

"First Light—the Space Telescope Story" will explore the world which the U.S. space telescope will reveal to astronomers when it's launched in mid-April after three years of delay. Shows will be at 2 and 3:30 p.m.

The Edwin P. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) is a NASA project with international cooperation from the European Space Agency (ESA). It is different from other telescopes in that it will be sent into space to make observations.

Telescopes on the ground have the disadvantage of not being able to overcome the blurring effects of the Earth's atmosphere. The Hubble telescope will be launched to where the Earth's atmosphere will not hinder scientists' ability to clearly see distant objects.

The telescope will answer such questions as How do the surface patterns of Pluto change over time? Do planets exist around other stars?

Data from the telescope will be analyzed by about 30 scientists at the Space Telescope Science Institute on the John Hopkins University campus in Baltimore, Md.
Moe, Larry, Curly: referee basketball game

**Sports Illustrated***

Point runners take big step

by Oliver Queen

Sports Writer

The Pointer men's and women's track teams took a big step in the right direction at their first meet of the season, the Pointer Invitational, held this past Saturday at Coleman Field.

With the cooperation of the weather and some shining performances, the outlook for this year's Pointer teams looks to be promising. Of course, the girls knew that the boys were only going to get better from here on out.

The three women's teams looked to be formidable competition from the get-go. Although the weather was far from ideal, the girls showed up to the game with a sense of determination.

The girls were led by senior Becky Schellenger, who won the 400-meter run with a time of 58.7 seconds. She was followed closely by sophomore Lisa Johnson, who finished second in the event.

Other notable performances included junior Tonya Johnson, who won the 800-meter run with a time of 2:16.7, and sophomore Beth Mears, who won the long jump with a leap of 18 feet, 5 inches.

The Pointer men's team also had some shining performances. Leading the way was junior Kevin Sullivan, who won the 100-meter dash with a time of 10.3 seconds.

Other notable performances included sophomore Lisa Johnson, who won the 800-meter run with a time of 2:16.7, and senior Beth Mears, who won the long jump with a leap of 18 feet, 5 inches.

Overall, it was a successful day for the Pointer track team, and they look forward to competing in future invitational meets.

The Three Stooges

Pictured from left to right are Communication professors Jim Moe and Larry Kokkeler, and Gary "Curly" Marquard. (Photo by Archie Hansen)

Ninja Turtles invade links

by Scott Thomas

Contributor

Teenage mutant ninja turtles have invaded, and not only have they taken over our children's after-school specials, but they've also been seen swimming over America's fairways and decaying one of the great growing spaces in the country.

Slow play on the golf course should be punishable by a prolonged, painful sentence, most the equivalent of playing behind two of these renegade turtles. Let's take a typical day on the links.

You set out with the boys to play 18 holes of leisurely golf, and you get behind the inevitable, feared foursome of muttort turtles. You can tell by the end of the first hole it's going to be an all-day chore to get your round in before dark.

The whole foursome walks over to watch each hero in a half-shell take five pracrice swings and when he finally makes it, sending half a dozen of dirt and turf through the air.

Then there is the "chance of a million" syndrome. The differeent mutant has about 350 yards to the pin but waits for the group ahead of him to leave the green before he whacks his ball 20 yards into the woods. Then the whole group spends about 15 minutes looking for a merely 52 ball.

also, of course, I used to teach at UCLA, and they just won the NCAA Tournament. It's tough being around all those Runnin' Rebels without picking up something about basketball.

Intramurals

Beach Volleyball League
-Men's/Women's Coed teams
-Entry deadline is Thursday, April 12. Play begins on Monday, April 16.

Softball League
-Men's/Women's teams
-Entry deadline is Thursday, April 12. Play begins on Monday, April 16. All activities require a $10 fee.
Quick starts help Lady Pointers sweep Oshkosh

by Kevin Crary
Sports Editor

The UW-Stevens Point women’s softball team used quick starts last Saturday to come out of Oshkosh with a 4-3, 7-3, doubleheader sweep. The Lady Pointers improved to 7-5 on the season and scored a total of 11 runs in the first three innings in their meeting with the Lady Titans. Their other only other score came in the ninth inning of game one.

“Overall, I was very pleased with our performance,” said head coach Nancy Page. “We played good defense and hit the ball well. We got ahead early but made some mistakes that allowed Oshkosh to get back into both games, but both times we were able to come back.”

In game one, Point was up by 3-0 going into the bottom of the sixth when the Titans took advantage of a couple of those mistakes. Oshkosh tied the game at 3-3 by scoring three unearned runs on three hits and two Pointer errors, eventually forcing the game into extra innings.

But the Lady Pointers scored in the top of the ninth on a two-out single by senior Wendy Renk that knocked in Becky Lenzburg. Senior pitcher Steph Schloick allowed nine hits, while walking one and striking out five hitters to improve her record to 15-0.

In game two, Point scored four runs in the bottom of the first inning and matched the Titans’ three scores in the second inning, marking the only tallies for the game. Ellen Paul lifted her record to 5-1 when allowing seven hits and two earned runs. Paul struck out three and walked one.

Renk led all Pointer hitters as theسائر native went five for nine with four runs batted in. Senior Heidi Singer had four hits in six appearances at the plate, including a three for three performance in game two, and drove in three runs.

“Our hitters are starting to come around,” said Page. “We come out fired up and ready to play in the opening innings of the game, but we seem to relax in the later innings. We need to sustain our intensity and not have those mid-inning lapses.”

The Lady Pointers have out-scored their opponents 58-41 with 43 of those runs coming in the first three innings of the game.

The Lady Pointers will play their home opener on Thursday, April 5 at 3 p.m. against La Crosse before opening conference play at Whitewater on Saturday. Point will host Oshkosh and St. Norbert next Tuesday and Wednesday, April 10 and 11.

Wendy Renk honored

Wendy Renk has been named the Wisconsin Women’s Inter-collegiate Athletic Conference Player of the Week.

The senior from Sayner helped lead the Lady Pointers to a doubleheader sweep over Oshkosh, Saturday (4-3, 7-3).

In the two games, Renk was five for nine with four RBI, including a game winning two-out single in the ninth inning of game one.

Point men’s tennis starts out season 2-1

The UW-Stevens Point men’s tennis team began their 1990 season with two wins and a loss last week.

The Pointers beat St. Norbert and Lake Superior State by an identical 5-4 score, but lost to Michigan Tech 6-1.

Against St. Norbert in singles play:
Pat Davidson defeated Kevin Stack (5-6, 6-1, 6-3).
Todd Hastings lost to Scott Pirowkowski (3-6, 6-1).
Lance Rasa defeated Brad John (6-1, 6-1).
Steve Noel lost to Kevin Rogers (5-7, 7-6, 6-1).
Joe Voelker defeated Tom Zellesner (6-1, 6-4, 6-4).
Joel Meyer lost to Phil Kister (1-6, 3-4).

Against Lake Superior State in singles play:
Davidson lost to Scott Pirowkowski (6-4, 4-6, 6-4).
Hastings lost to Jason Nett (6-3, 6-0, 6-0).
Rasa lost to Craig Clark (7-6, 6-3, 6-7).
Noel lost to John Straw (6-4, 6-7, 6-2).
Voelker defeated Steve Helmer (7-6, 4-6, 7-5).
Polarsky lost to Dan Hjerpe (1-6, 6-7).

In doubles play:
Davidson/Hastings defeated Stack/Zelesner (4-6, 4-6, 6-1).
Hastings/N nett defeated Pirowkowski/Zellesner (7-5, 7-5, 6-1).
Meyer/Voelker lost to Kister/John (5-6, 4-6, 4-6).

Against Michigan Tech in singles play:
Davidson lost to Steve Nyberg (3-6, 6-4).
Hastings lost to Jason Rickard (6-0, 5-7, 4-6).
Rasa lost to Craig Clark (7-6, 6-3, 6-7).
Noel lost to John Straw (1-6, 3-6, 6-7).
Voelker defeated Steve Helmer (7-6, 4-6, 7-5).
Polarsky lost to Dan Hjerpe (1-6, 6-7).

In doubles play:
Davidson/Hastings lost to Nett/Claire (4-6, 5-7).
Davidson/Hastings defeated Stack/Zelesner (6-4, 6-4, 6-4).
Voelker/Meyer lost to Kister/John (5-6, 4-6, 4-6).

Against Lake Superior State in singles play:
Rasa, Voelker, and Polarsky won their respective matches.

In doubles play:
Hastings/Davidson and Voelker/Meyer won.

Director League Tournament Schedule

Sunday, April 8

Tri-Factors
3:00

Bob Battles
6:00

The Pellas
3:00

The Oliffs
9:00

Dominos
5:00

The Boys
7:00

Pt Special
5:00

Law Handles

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL

Color Film Developed & Printed

12 exposure $1.99

24 exposure $3.89

16 (Cine) $2.79

36 exposure $5.79

STANDARD SIZE PRINTS $0.01

No other coupon applies

Expires 4/11/90

UNIVERSITY
STORE

Fair valley
Reproductive
Health
care centre, inc.

• Birth Control Services
• Pregnancy Testing
• Counseling
• Abortion Services

Most unplanned pregnancies occur at holiday time and during spring break. Please choose to contracep.

3800 N. Gillett Street • Appleton
(414) 731-9534

GALAXY HOBBY

OPEN MON-THURS 11AM-7PM FRIDAY 11AM-8PM
SAT. 10AM-5PM. 3202 STANLEY ST. BY CHARLIES LIQUOR

• NEW AND BACK ISSUE COMIC BOOKS
• MODEL ROCKETRY
• PLASTIC MODELS
• COMPUTER GAMES (SALES & RENTALS)
• ROLE-PLAYING GAME ACCESSORIES AND MINATURES
• T-SHIRTS
• DARTS AND ACCESSORIES
• SPORTS CARDS
• LARGE MODEL RAILROAD SUPPLIES
• MILITARY BOOKS & ITEMS
• REMOTE CONTROL CARS, PLANES AND BOATS
• OVER 500 DIFFERENT WAR GAMES IN STOCK

341-4077
### Pointer Wellness Run scheduled for Saturday

The second Annual Pointer Wellness Run is scheduled for Saturday, April 7, at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. Sponsored by UWSP's Army Reserve Officers Training Corps, the event will include a three-kilometer prediction walk/run and five- and 10-kilometer runs.

Registration will begin at 8 a.m. in the Berg Gym parking lot at the corner of Reserve Street and 4th Avenue. The $5 registration cost includes a T-shirt. Registration will be $9 the day of the race.

Del Monte will provide refreshments following the races. Awards will be provided to the winners. First place winners in men's and women's five- and 10-kilometer runs will be awarded trophies. Medals will be given to the top three finishers in each event by division.

Entry forms and more information are available at the Student Services Building on campus.
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### Block

Block expanded over a year ago by last year's staff, was $8191. I guess the Jacobsen listen to some pret­

### RUMOR NIGHTCLUB in Wisconsin Rapids invites you to attend the final performance of

**UNIT ONE**

Saturday, April 5th with Special guests: TANTRUM - DOORS OPEN AT 8PM

Rumor will be locking its doors after Saturday so they'll be having DRINK SPECIALS ALL NIGHT LONG
"I feel it’s an important issue and something I need to think about more as a woman."

Amy Hunt

"There is a problem in this world. This is one way to handle it. Hopefully this will inspire those who have a problem to seek help on both sides of this issue."

Andy Hauck

"I attended because I think that violence against women is a serious problem nationwide and we will only be free if we bring it out in the open and deal with it. All though IWW is one of the safest campus in the country, violence against women is a problem even on our campus."

Chancellor Keith Sanders

"I’m here because I’m against violence. I quit the Marine Corps because I was against violence."

Daniel Contreras

"I think its an important issue and something I need more as a woman."

Susan Reetz

"First of all I’m a survivor. I think the most important thing that came out of this is what the mayor said about making sure they report the assaults to the authorities immediately. If they don’t they will be persuaded to drop the case before justice can be served. The only way to prevent repeat offenders is by castration."

Maggie O’Donnell

"I think it's important for men to speak out on the violence that is inflicted on women. I think in order for the problem of violence against women in our society to stop, men’s attitudes need to change. Too many men are too willing to accept the sexist jokes and attitudes that perpetuate the violence."

John Deeth

Just in time to relax after finals and escape before summer work. This seven day tour of northern Wisconsin is hard to match! Daily cycling trips will take you through rare and compelling areas and across breathtaking landscapes. You will swim in spring fed lakes, camp under the wilderness skies and relax alongside magnificent waterfalls. Write today for more information. Cycling Tour Central Wisconsin Environmental Station. 7290 County Road MM. Amherst Junction, WI 54407.
Sandhill crane counters wanted

In April, the Sandhill Cranes will be trumpeting and nesting in their nesting marshes of Wisconsin. The International Crane Foundation in Baraboo is looking for volunteers to help count them on April 21, the date of the 16th annual Wisconsin Sandhill Crane Count.

Since its beginning as a high school project in 1975, the count has grown to one of the largest single species inventories in the world, with over 2,860 observers in 1989. Last spring, 10,255 cranes were counted at over 1,500 locations. Participants represent various groups and occupations, youth groups - farmers, teachers, scientists, and housewives. Everyone is invited to spend a fascinating morning looking for these magnificent birds.

To learn more about the count, participants may attend a training and information meeting at 10 a.m. April 7, at the University Center in the Nicotol Marquette Room. Slides are assigned, instructions are distributed and a slide presentation is shown to participants at the county meeting. Interested individuals who cannot attend are asked to contact Ellyn Fuchsteiner, the Portage County coordinator for the Crane Count.

White perch invade state

Bait dealers and sport shops should be especially careful when checking their shipments of minnows and should remove all unwanted fish and destroy them, reminds Department of Natural Resources Fisheries staff.

On January 19, an alert employee at a Green Bay bait and tackle shop noticed a strange fish mixed in with the minnows. The fish was identified as a white perch by DNR fisheries biologist - a fish whose release into Wisconsin lakes and streams could have potentially devastating results.

According to Lee Kernen of the DNR's Bureau of Fisheries Management, every effort must be made to prevent the spread of white perch and other exotic fish. White perch are a "close cousin" to the white bass, which they compete with native fish for food and space. Though edible, white perch are already present in the Fox River at Green Bay and in Superior harbor in Lake Superior.

Current laws prevent the possession of fish such as white perch or ruffe, another exotic species. However, shipments of bait minnows are from wild stock that were sourced from a lake or stream.

Kernen also advises sport anglers to check their minnows and to NOT dump them into the lake when through fishing for the day.

Broadway dancer now teaches at UWSP

Joan Karlen's loyalties have shifted from audiences on Broadway to students at the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point, but as a dancer she continues a rigorous training schedule.

For her, a dancer's body is an instrument and must be tuned constantly.

Karlen, who is now on the faculty at UW-SP; brings to her classroom an extraordinary set of credentials that include a Broadway play and study performance at the Juilliard School of Dance.

For the past two years, she has been serving students at the university here and currently is involved in the presentation of "Danspace 1990." Karlen is the choreographer of two new dances that will be on the stage in Jenkins Theatre nightly through Saturday (April 7).

She developed "Bar Dance" by combining ideas she had while watching the dancers move with the ones those students brought to rehearsals. A bar is actually employed in this work. "A Love Supreme" is a seven-minute piece involving eight dancers. Her creation of it fulfills the lax of her requirements for a master's degree in dance from New York University's Gallatin Division.

Karlen has used her teaching experience at UW-SP as an internship for the degree. New York University offers a combination of individualized study, academic flexibility and an intensive internship program for students seeking to earn degrees in nontraditional ways, she reports.

Requirements of the program include sending monthly written and videotaped updates of her progress on the dance and a 10-page paper on her work. She works with Susan Hughes Gingraso, head of the dance faculty, and Sachiyo Ito, an advisor in New York, in her projects.

Karlen also makes periodic trips to New York, where she lived for 11 years. After graduating from Juilliard, she joined several dance companies and taught at dance schools in New York and elsewhere. Before returning to Stevens Point at the invitation Arthur Hopper, chairman of the Theatre Arts Department.

Since she has returned to her hometown of Stevens Point, Karlen says the only thing she misses is the intensity of the training. But she adds that she "loves" being here and working with students.

She stays in shape, though, by teaching daily dance classes and rehearsing with her students in Danspace.

Quick Fix Workshops

TERM PAPER DEADLINE COMING UP...
NOT SURE WHERE TO START WITH YOUR PAPER...
NOT FINDING WHAT YOU NEED...
YOUR RESEARCH AT A DEAD END...
COME TO A "QUICK FIX WORKSHOP" AND LET US HELP YOU!

These half-hour, drop in workshops will teach you to find materials on your topic to write your paper

When: Monday, April 9 Wednesday, April 11 Monday, April 16 Tuesday, April 17
Where: Room 310, University Library
To Find Books 6:00-6:30pm 6:00-6:30pm 6:00-6:30pm 6:30-7:00pm
To Find Articles 6:30-7:00pm 2:30-3:00pm 2:00-2:30pm 2:30-3:00pm

Where: 6th floor demo room, University Library
To Find Documents 7:00-7:30pm 7:00-7:30pm 7:00-7:30pm 7:00-7:30pm
To Find Government 3:00-3:30pm 3:00-3:30pm 3:00-3:30pm 3:00-3:30pm

Where: Reference Room, University Library, Under the bust of Shakespeare
To Find Beginning your search 6:00-6:30pm 2:00-2:30pm 2:00-2:30pm
To Find Mid-search adjustments: 6:30-7:00pm 6:30-7:00pm 6:30-7:00pm 6:30-7:00pm
To Find Evaluating what you've got, taking notes, expanding your search 2:30-3:00pm 2:30-3:00pm 2:30-3:00pm
To Find Writing the paper: 7:00-7:30pm 7:00-7:30pm 7:00-7:30pm 7:00-7:30pm
To Find Creating an effective thesis, organizing your introduction, documenting your sources 3:00-3:30pm 3:00-3:30pm 3:00-3:30pm

YOU DON'T NEED TO SIGN UP IN ADVANCE FOR THESE WORKSHOPS, WHICH ARE SCHEDULED AT A VARIETY OF TIMES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. JUST DROP IN AND LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO SAVE TIME AND FIND WHAT YOU NEED IN THE LIBRARY... AND MAYBE MORE.

YOU DON'T NEED TO SIGN UP IN ADVANCE FOR THESE WORKSHOPS, WHICH ARE SCHEDULED AT A VARIETY OF TIMES FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE. JUST DROP IN AND LET US SHOW YOU HOW TO SAVE TIME AND FIND WHAT YOU NEED IN THE LIBRARY... AND MAYBE MORE.
FOR SALE/RENT

Fall semester '90 housing available. One block from campus. House with 2 single apartments with 2 doubles. Call 592-4043 (local call). After 5 p.m. in case of need housing, call John or Perkins/National Direct Student Loans OR BOTH, don't forget to attend an exit interview on Tuesday, April 17, at 3 or 6 p.m. in the Program Banquet Room, UC; or Wednesday, April 18, at 8 p.m. in the Program Banquet Room, UC. This is a federal law requirement!

ATTENTION SPRING AND SUMMER GRADUATES: If you have Stafford (GBL) Loans or Perkins/National Direct Student Loans OR BOTH, don't forget to attend an exit interview on Tuesday, April 17, at 3 or 6 p.m. in the Program Banquet Room, UC; or Wednesday, April 18, at 8 p.m. in the Program Banquet Room, UC. This is a federal law requirement!

ATTENTION: Spring and summer housing for rent. Call 540-6346 or 345-6439 and leave message.

SUMMER HOUSING: Large single rooms, across street from campus. Reasonable rate for full summer and includes utilities. All units are completely furnished and nicely decorated. 341-2861.

For rent: summer and fall openings, duplex 1 block from campus. Single rooms, energy efficient, parking and laundry facilities. Rent maconalh 341-0979 or 341-7383.

WANTED: Female roommate to sublease for summer (June 1-Aug. 30). Single bedroom. Brand new apt., microwave, airconditioning provided, $200 a month. Call Paula or Bill at 345-0366.

Apartment for rent - fall and summer. New two bedroom energy efficient, air-conditioning, dishwasher, microwave, 4 blocks from UWS. Call John at 341-8460.

Furnished apartment single and double rooms available for summer and fall. Close to campus. Call 341-8592.

PERSONALS

Brad, I love you! I love you! I love you! Congratulations on your job! I'm behind you 100%! Susan. P.S. I love you.

Lost or stolen - black leather coat. Call Bruisers Sat. March 31. No questions, reward offered. Call Kristin at 345-2170.


HELP WANTED

Are You Looking for an Apartment for Two?

The Village has what you need: Your Choice of Furnished ($250/person) or an unfurnished ($200/person) apartments.

Call Julie and Karl today at 341-2120 to arrange a tour. Ask about the newly re-carpeted apartments. Hurry!! There's a limited number of apartments remaining...

The Village
301 Michigan Avenue 341-2120

4 person plans still available! Sign up by April 30th and get FREE CABLE for the entire 1990-91 school year (a $180 value, some restrictions apply).

LOOK!
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1ST, 1990
THE ULTIMATE STUDENT HOUSING BRAND NEW TOWN HOME 1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS

INCLUDES:
- 4 BR, 2 bath, 2 den & Den
- Full kitchen
- Living room
- Dining room
- Full modern kitchen
- 2 bdrms, 2 full baths
- Full 50 ft. electric range/oven
- Built-in dishwasher
- Built-in microwave
- Washer/dryer, not co-op
- Full-size laundry, not co-op
- Wet bar
- Deluxe carpet - thermal drapes
- Central air
- Phone and cable jack in each room

“ENERGY MIXER” CONSTRUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
- 12”-thick insulated walls
- 5”-thick fiberglas insulation in medium efficiency attics
- 1” aluminum windows
- Insulated steel entry doors
- Insulated floors and ceilings
- Area cabinets
- Low-VOC/low-VOC/low-VOC/low-VOC

Rental Terms
Groups 7 persons
Rent includes utilities
One person in each bedroom
Retention $100 per month

RENTAL TERRMS
Groups 7 persons
Rent includes utilities
One person in each bedroom
Retention $100 per month

HURRY ON THIS OPPORTUNITY!

Campus View Town Homes

Call Today! Bill at Parker Bros. Realty - 341-6888
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TRIVIA WEEKEND SPECIALS

UNLIMITED TOPPING PIZZAS

345-0901
101 Division St., N.
Stevens Point, WI

Open 24 hours on April 6 and April 7

LARGE PIZZA WITH UNLIMITED TOPPINGS* ONLY

$7.95

No coupon needed...just ask to receive one (1) large pizza with your choice of any or ALL of our toppings* for only $7.95.

* No double toppings please
* Not good with any other coupon or offer
* Tax not included

Expires 4-22-90

SMALL PIZZA WITH UNLIMITED TOPPINGS* ONLY

$5.65

No coupon needed...just ask to receive one (1) small pizza with your choice of any or ALL of our toppings* for only $5.65.

* No double toppings please
* Not good with any other coupon or offer
* Tax not included

Expires 4-8-90

© 1990 Domino's Pizza